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ABSTRACT

Background Recent government inquiries in several countries have identified the length of time it takes coroners to investigate deaths due to injury and other unnatural causes as a major problem. Delays undermine the integrity of vital statistics and adversely affect the deceased’s family and others with interests in coroners’ findings. Little is publicly known about the extent, nature and causes of these delays.

Methods We used Kaplan–Meier estimates and multivariable regression analysis to decompose the timelines of nearly all inquest cases (n=5096) closed in coroners’ courts in Australia between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2013.

Results The cases had a median closure period of 19.0 months (95% CI 18.4 to 19.6). Overall, 70% of cases were open at 1 year, 40% at 2 years and 22% at 3 years, but there was substantial variation by jurisdiction. Adjusted analyses showed a difference of 22 months in the average closure time between the fastest and slowest jurisdictions. Cases involving deaths due to assault (+12.2 months, 95% CI 7.8 to 17.0) and complications of medical care (+9.0 months, 95% CI 5.5 to 12.3) had significantly longer closure periods than other types of death. Cases that produced public health recommendations also had relatively long closure periods (+8.9 months, 95% CI 7.6 to 10.3).

Conclusions Nearly a quarter of inquests in Australia run for more than 3 years. The size of this caseload tail varies dramatically by jurisdiction and case characteristics. Interventions to reduce timelines should be tried and carefully evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

A succession of government inquiries into coronial systems—in Australia,1 2 Canada,3 New Zealand,4 5 the UK6–8 and Ireland9—have identified the length of time it takes coroners to investigate deaths as a major problem. Delays in death investigations are also a frequent target of media reports around the world.10 11 The most serious concerns regarding delays centre on death investigations that proceed to an inquest. In Australia, nearly 20 000 deaths, or 12% of all deaths, are reported to coroners each year. For about 1 in 20 of these reported deaths, the coroners’ investigation involves an inquest.12

Delays in death investigations have a range of negative consequences. They may diminish the quality of the evidence, particularly the reliability and utility of witness testimony.13 They can be frustrating to institutions that frequently have interests in the findings of death investigations, including hospitals, employers and government agencies. Prolonged death investigations also threaten public health objectives in several ways. First, coroners in many countries, including Australia, are empowered to incorporate recommendations into their findings—essentially, reforms and countermeasures the coroner identifies as promising for preventing causes or risk factors for deaths like the one under investigation. Recipients of such recommendations often accept them,14 and coroners findings have been linked to a number of successful prevention initiatives.15 16 Thus, delays in producing findings and recommendations may prolong the public’s exposure to remediable risks.1 2 4 14 16

Second, slow case closure creates lags in death certification that may undermine the quality of vital statistics and public health surveillance.17 A widely discussed example of this in Australia relates to inaccuracies in official suicide statistics.18 19 Finally, long waits for death investigation findings are stressful for family and friends of the deceased. Emotional closure may not be possible before an official ruling on what happened is handed down.10 20–23 The same may be true for financial closure; life insurance and superannuation payouts, for example, are sometimes contingent on a coroner’s finding.21 24 Considering the large caseloads coroners manage, the accumulation of such private aggravations become a public health problem if delays are common and long.

There is limited publicly available information on the duration of coronial death investigations. When statistics are reported, it is in crude form—typically as counts or proportions of backlogged cases, or overall means or medians for closure periods.1 4 5 25 While simple statistics can hint at the extent of the problem, they provide an incomplete picture and shed little light on the nature of the caseload ‘tail’.

Australia’s unique national collection of death reports to coroners, the National Coroners Information System (NCIS), permits more detailed analysis of case duration. We analysed a sample of approximately 5000 inquest cases closed between 2007 and 2013—nearly all of the inquests closed in Australia over this 7-year period. Our goals were to describe the time intervals between death reports and the issuing of inquest findings and to identify characteristics of particularly long-running cases.

METHODS

Coroners’ courts and inquests in Australia

Coroners in Australia are state-based jurisdictions. The definition of deaths that must be reported to them varies slightly across the six states and two territories. In general, unexpected, unnatural or violent deaths must be reported, including those related to an injury or accident. Deaths
occurring while a person is held in a state facility (eg, prison) must be reported, as must certain medical and surgical procedure-related deaths and deaths in which the identity of the deceased or the cause of death is unknown.

Inquests are formal judicial hearings into the causes and circumstances of death, in which the parties involved present evidence, cross-examine witnesses and are often represented by lawyers. All other death investigations are handled 'in chambers', where findings are reached on the basis of desk-based reviews of witness statements, police and medical examiner reports and other forensic evidence.16

Our analysis focused on inquests (hereafter, 'inquest cases'). A description of how coroners select cases for inquest is provided in the online supplementary appendix.

Data and study sample
Data for this study came from the NCIS, an electronic data storage and retrieval system which contains information on all deaths investigated by state and territory coroners.26 (Details of the NCIS are provided in the online supplementary appendix.) We identified all deaths in Australia recorded as having been closed at inquest between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2013 (n=5459). The data extraction date was 17 July 2014, which allowed about 6 months for coroners' clerks to upload NCIS information pertaining to the most recently closed cases. A review of upload lags by state and year indicates we are likely to have missed no more than an inconsequential number of closed cases with this grace period (see online supplementary appendix).

Many of the inquest cases closed in New South Wales in 2009 had implausibly short closure periods, suggesting a systematic problem with data coding. We dropped all cases from that state and year (n=363, details provided in the online supplementary appendix). This left a final analytic sample of 5096 inquest cases.

Variables
The NCIS includes a set of coded and free text fields which capture characteristics of the deceased, the death and the case. The age, sex, marital status and employment status of the deceased are recorded in most cases. Key dates are also available for each reported death, including the date of the death, the date the death was reported to the coroner and the date the coroner closed the case; closure dates generally indicate the date findings were delivered. The primary outcome in our analyses was the case 'closure period', defined as the number of 30.4-day months that elapsed between the date a death was notified to the coroner and the date the investigation into that death was closed.

The NCIS records whether the death was due to natural, external or unknown causes. For deaths judged to be due to external causes, the coroners' determination of type of external cause is classified into 10 categories of 'intent' (unintentional injury, suicide, etc). Using other information available in NCIS, we reclassified external-cause deaths into nine categories: suicide, transport, poisoning, fall, drowning, complications of medical care, assault, other external cause and undetermined. A variable indicating location of death was constructed by mapping a remoteness area value from the Accessibility/Remoteness Area Index of Australia to the postcode of each death location.27 Further details of how the external cause and location of death variables were constructed are provided in the online supplementary appendix.

Analysis
The unit of analysis was inquest cases. We computed the proportion of cases remaining open over time, overall and then by cause-of-death and jurisdiction, respectively; we present these as survival plots. The variance of the proportion open was estimated using Greenwood's formula.28

To estimate the association between each covariate and case duration, we used multiple linear regression. The outcome was the number of months a case took to close. The explanatory variables were sex and age of the deceased, cause of death, remoteness of the location of death, state, central or regional court and whether a public health recommendation or warning was issued in the case. The residuals displayed heteroskedasticity and were not Gaussian, so we used the bootstrap with case resampling to construct CIs. To address missing covariate information, we imputed missing values using chained equations for each resample.19–31

All analyses were conducted using R (Version 3.1.1).

Ethics approval
The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at the Victorian Department of Justice.

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
Sixty-eight per cent of the deceased were male and 29% were employed at the time of their death (table 1). Death was judged to be due to external causes in 68% of the cases and to natural causes in 25%; the rest were undetermined. The most prevalent types of external-cause deaths were transport incidents (23% of all deaths), suicide (14%), poisoning (9%) and complications of medical care (5%).

New South Wales and Victoria accounted for 68% of the cases. In 28% of cases, coroners’ findings included recommendations or warnings aimed at improving public health and safety.

Case closure periods
Overall, the inquest cases took a median of 19.0 months (95% CI 18.4 to 19.6) between the date of report to the coroner and the date findings were issued. Seventy per cent of the cases were open at 1 year, 40% at 2 years, 22% at 3 years and 12% at 4 years (figure 1A). At 5 years, 6% of the cases (n=318) remained open.

There was wide variation in the length of case closure periods by jurisdiction (figure 1B). At 2 years, for example, 21% of cases were open in the Northern Territory and 26% of cases were open in New South Wales, whereas much larger proportions remained open in South Australia (87%), Queensland (58%), Tasmania (53%) and Western Australia (52%). At 4 years, 2% and 7% of cases remained open in the Northern Territory and New South Wales, respectively, while 18% were open in Victoria and South Australia.

Case duration also varied widely by cause of death (figure 1C). Deaths due to complications of medical care and assault were especially long-running. Among medical deaths, 74% were open at 2 years, 34% at 4 years, and 18% (n=42) at 5 years. Among assaults, 61% were open at 2 years, 31% at 4 years and 22% (n=53) at 5 years. By contrast, deaths determined to be due to natural causes closed fastest. Deaths due to drowning, falls and suicide were also relatively fast, with 32–41% open at 2 years and 6–7% open at 4 years.
Multivariable predictors of case duration
Multivariable analyses identified several strong predictors of case duration (table 2). Compared with cases in New South Wales, cases were significantly longer on average in South Australia (+11.9 months), Queensland (+8.2 months), Victoria (+7.5 months) and Western Australia (+3.8 months). Northern Territory cases, on the other hand, ran 10.1 months shorter than those in New South Wales. Thus, the average case closure period was almost 2 years longer in South Australia than it was in the Northern Territory.

Most of the same causes of deaths that were associated with long timelines in unadjusted analyses reappeared in adjusted analyses. Specifically, deaths due to assault (+12.2 months) and complications of medical care (+9.0 months) ran significantly longer than cases involving other types of death. Cases involving deaths due to natural causes (~6.6 months), drowning (~4.3 months) and suicide (~4.6 months) ran significantly shorter.

Cases involving deaths that occurred in very remote areas closed 6.5 months earlier than cases involving deaths that occurred in cities. Cases handled in central courts ran 6.9 months longer than those handled in regional courts. And compared with cases that did not produce recommendations or warnings, cases that did ran 8.9 months longer.

DISCUSSION
This study applied standard epidemiologic methods to a national sample of coronial death investigations in order to decompose the timelines in these cases. The cases took an average of 19 months to close, but there was a long right tail in the distribution of case closure periods: 70% of inquest cases were open at 1 year, 40% at 2 years and nearly one-quarter at 3 years. Closure periods differed systematically by cause of death, with investigations into deaths due to assault and medical complications taking substantially longer to complete than investigations into other types of death. Large geographic differences were also apparent: nearly 2 years separated the jurisdictions with the longest and shortest average closure periods. In addition, cases that produced recommendations for improving public health and safety ran nearly 10 months longer on average than cases that did not.

One noted commentator has called delays a ‘bane’ of inquest systems in Australia, New Zealand and the UK.23 Prolonged death investigations may undercut the work of public health and vital statistics agencies, delay useful recommendations for preventing injury and have pernicious effects on the deceased’s family and loved ones. Given these considerable social costs, it is remarkable that so little information is available on the duration of death investigations. Our results expose the inadequacy of the type of crude timeline metrics (eg, mean and median closure periods) available today, and on which commissions of inquiry have repeatedly had to rely. Why this troubling aspect of the coronial system has not attracted more sophisticated measurement is unclear. Disinterest among lawyers and legal institutions in analysing and understanding caseloads (as opposed to individual cases) is one contributing factor;32 33 data constraints are probably another.

Why do so many inquest cases in Australia take more than 3 years to close? Although the spotlight naturally falls on the action (or inaction) of coroners themselves, drivers of delay are likely to be multifactorial. Coroners have pointed to resourcing issues, particularly insufficient staff, as well as deficient information technology and the tardy provision of information needed to conclude their investigation.14 31 It is also important to recognise that inquests depend on a chain of activity. Essential raw material for inquest findings often comes from police reports...
and pathology and toxicology reports, and delays in these steps may contribute to overall delays.\textsuperscript{24 35}

Lengthy timelines for assaults and homicide cases—which averaged more than a year longer than other types of cases in our analysis—are a recognised problem with a known cause, although it has not previously been quantified in detail.\textsuperscript{1 36}

Coroners usually hold off making findings until all criminal avenues have been exhausted (indeed, it is a requirement in many Australian jurisdictions). The rationale is that coronial proceedings may prejudice chances of a fair trial.

Figure 1  Duration of inquest cases: (A) overall, (B) by jurisdiction and (C) cause of death.
The relative slowness of investigations into iatrogenic deaths is more difficult to explain. As with assaults, coroners may defer holding an inquest until internal hospital investigations are complete. Securing busy doctors as expert witnesses can be challenging. Also, the causal factors leading to adverse medical outcomes can also be extremely difficult to disentangle, which may translate into more complex investigations and longer periods of deliberation by coroners. Whatever their source, delays in these cases demand action. Of the 239 deaths in our sample that were judged to be due to complications of medical care, families in one-third of them had to wait more than 4 years for any reference category because external cause categories were not mutually exclusive.

The large inter-jurisdictional differences we observed resonate with previous research from Australia and the UK documenting significant geographic variation in the work of coroners. Resource differences—or more precisely, the ratio of caseload to human and fiscal resources—are the most obvious explanation. However, other candidates, such as organisational culture, backlog awareness and the quality of case management and information systems also warrant consideration as potential culprits.

One performance indicator applied to Australian coroners’ courts expects that no more than 10% of all cases should be open after a year and none should be open at 2 years. Because only 5% of all coronial cases proceed to inquest, we cannot assess overall performance against these standards. For inquest cases, however, every jurisdiction fell short of the 2-year standards—indeed four jurisdictions had more than 50% of inquests cases open at 2 years, and one had 90% of cases open.

The 10 months of additional closure time linked to cases that include recommendations is a provocative finding. The recommendation function of coroners in Australia is trumpeted as a public health benefit, but it has been little studied and is poorly understood. If coroners tend to make recommendations in the most difficult inquest cases, then unobserved case complexity may well confound this finding. To the extent the finding is both ‘real’ and causal, however, it raises new questions about whether the social gains from recommendations justify the public and private costs that flow from the additional time needed to generate them.

Finally, two other findings warrant mention because they challenge conventional wisdom. Death investigations in rural and remote areas are frequently handled by part-time coroners. There are concerns that these cases receive inferior treatment to their city-based counterparts. We found that investigations of deaths in remote communities closed more quickly than those occurring in cities, and that cases handled by central coroners’ courts ran an average of 7 months longer. Unobserved differences in casemix, including some referral of complex cases from regional to central courts, may partly explain these findings, as may inferior quality of these investigations.

Our study has several limitations. First, despite the best efforts of NCIS custodians, data quality is imperfect, as exemplified by several anomalies with coding and uploading practices we encountered. Second, although the case characteristics we analysed are more detailed than those examined in previous reports, variables such as jurisdiction and cause of death are still relatively ‘high level’ in nature. More deep-seated factors that we were able to observe—such as resource-to-caseload ratios and organisational culture—almost certainly influence timelines. Future research should try to assess these factors directly, although they are difficult to measure.

Third, as noted earlier, cases that proceed to inquest are not representative of coronial cases more generally—indeed, we focused our analysis on this subset of cases precisely because they have attracted the most serious concerns about duration. Finally, while it may be tempting in the context of a study of case duration to assume that ‘faster is better’, this is not necessarily so. Carefully gathering and evaluating the relevant evidence in death investigations takes time. When speed seriously compromises quality, more time may be desirable. Another profitable subject for further research would be the development of evidence-based criteria for stratifying new cases based on their complexity, as best that can be determined at an early stage, so that appropriate time targets can be tailored to each stratum.

Various proposals to address the problem of long coronial case duration have been made. They include greater auditing, monitoring, transparency and public accountability in relation to case backlogs; close oversight by the chief coroner of any case open for more than 1 year; immediate termination of the coronial investigation when a forensic pathologist’s examination determines the death was due to natural causes; fast-track criminal investigations; expanded use of interim
coronial findings; better communication with families on the progress of investigations; and increased resources. England and Wales have recently turned to more rigorous standard setting and performance monitoring as a solution: rules introduced in mid-2013 set 6 months as the time period within which coroners are expected to complete inquests, unless there are extenuating circumstances.

The potential for these and other reforms to reduce the burden of protracted death investigations should be determined by trial, followed by careful empirical evaluation. To be convincing, those evaluations will need to turn to more detailed measures and more sophisticated analytical methods than coronial systems throughout the British Commonwealth have embraced to date.

What is already known on the subject

- Many countries have identified the length of time it takes coroners to investigate deaths as a major problem, especially for investigations that proceed to inquest.
- Protracted death investigations adversely affect the deceased’s family, undermine the integrity of vital statistics, and may leave the public exposed to unrecognised risks.
- The nature, extent and causes of delays are not well understood.

What this study adds

- Inquests in Australia take an average of 19 months to close, but there is a long tail in the distribution of these periods, with nearly one-quarter of cases taking more than 3 years.
- Average closure periods vary systematically by jurisdiction and cause of death.
- Application of standard epidemiologic methods to coronial cases sheds new light on the nature of delays, and these methods should be used to help pinpoint and address the sources of delays.
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How seat belts save lives

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates 15 000 lives are saved each year in the USA because of seat belts. Seat belts reduce serious crash-related injuries and deaths by about 50% and are even more effective when used with air bags. They work by keeping occupants in the car; by restraining the sturdiest parts of the body they spread collision forces; and they slow the body from hitting solid structures, protecting the brain and spinal cord. The use rate in 2014 was 87%. Primary seat belt laws increase use by about 10% but only 34 states have such laws.

KangaTech hopes to improve injury prevention

KangaTech is an Australian company that hopes to improve injury prevention in sports by ‘tracking a number of proven, modifiable and easily testable risk factors, and then improve these risk factors through targeted intervention.’ The company’s injury prevention platform is a combination of cloud-based software and ‘smart training’ equipment. It has been used by one football club since 2011. Subsequently, some estimate the team has had one of the best (lowest) soft tissue injury rates in Australian sport.

Personal injury law firms donate bike helmets

Two Canadian personal injury law firms are part of the Ontario Trial Lawyers Association (OTLA) Bike Helmets on Kids (BHK) campaign. Their goal is to distribute 4000 bicycle helmets to children in Ontario. They have involved a ‘Lidz on Kidz’ safety educator to ensure proper fitting. Since 2002 when the campaign began, about 19 000 helmets have been distributed, all of which were purchased by OTLA lawyers and their firms. The BHK campaign has been recognised with many awards.